Fueling flexibility for your customers, for your business

Wayne Ovation®
Multi-hose fuel dispenser
Same Great Product.
More Fueling Options.

As the fueling landscape continues to evolve, so do your customers’ needs. In the fuel industry, there are now more fuel options on the market than ever before, fueling sustainability, choice and freedom. In response to this expanding range of possibilities, Dover Fueling Solutions (DFS) has designed and delivered a state-of-the-art product that allows you to expand your fuel offering to your customers, secure your inventory, and ultimately drive more customers inside your store.

Meet the fueling demands of the future with DFS’ proven, advanced technology, delivered through the Wayne Ovation® Multi-hose fuel dispenser. Expand your forecourt fueling possibilities with products engineered to increase reliability, deliver security, and enhance the customer experience.

Destiny is not a matter of chance. It is a matter of choice.
More Hose Options for More Fuel Demands

1. As the Fueling Landscape Grows, Grow With It

Streamlined style meets flexible fueling: The Ovation Multi-hose fuel dispenser is built with up to four nozzles per side and the ability to dispense up to five different fuel grades, or up to seven with the DFS Anthem UX™ user experience platform. Allow your business to grow and adapt to changes in the market, as customers expect more choices than ever.

2. Future-Ready Technology
   Industry-Leading Security

Field-proven technology allows you to take advantage of ten new model configurations in the Wayne Ovation product family. Benefit from fuel blending options, variable flow rates, and modular design for easy upgradability.

Pair high performance with protection through the Ovation Multi-hose dispenser’s unmatched security features. Secure your site, secure their data.

3. Extend Your Brand Across Your Forecourt, In Style

Engage your customers right from the road with stylish design and the option of the industry’s largest touchscreen for 27” of selling power. Grow to meet customer needs with the versatile, durable, reliable Wayne Ovation Multi-hose fuel dispenser style: get noticed for all the right reasons.
Choose Flexibility: Fueling, Media, Payment and Security

Multiple Fueling Configurations

Meet the need for more products and grades with up to 4 hoses per side, 4 inlets, 6 products, and advanced blending options with Dual Blending or Double Dual Blending dispenser configurations. Slim design elements maintain a minimal footprint while supporting a variety of nozzles.

E40/B20 Standard

Wayne Ovation fuel dispensers come with UL E40 Listing as standard. DFS is prepared to supply retailers with the most flexible, reliable, and future-ready equipment. Regardless of regulatory requirements or next-generation technologies require, your investment will remain viable for years to come.

E85 Compatibility

UL E85 Listing is included on applicable Ovation Multi-hose fuel dispenser models, which is compatible with the most aggressive fuel types. All E85 dispensers come with the Wayne Xflo™ fuel meter as standard.

Wayne Xflo™ Fuel Meter

Traditional piston meters are prone to drift over time, but the Xflo fuel meter maintains its calibration, saving you money by preventing fuel loss. Benefit from 3-step calibration, four-year recalibration warranties, and better flow rates than piston meters.
Engaging Media Options

Control your content at the pump with DX Promote™, which transforms your fuel dispenser into an integrated, immersive digital experience. Targeted advertisements, multiple media options, and loyalty integration help drive sales to your convenience store, car wash, and other related services.

Double your promotional space on the industry’s largest screen: the 27” DFS Anthem UX platform.

Flexible Payment Choices

The Wayne IX Pay® secure payment platform protects cardholder data with EMV®-compliant solutions. Modular design allows retailers to add new payment features as market needs change. Anthem UX platforms are required for four-hose models and include Wayne IX Pay 2 functionality.

Improve customer experience by providing payment options through mobile devices, leveraging the Wayne TAP™ Contactless/NFC reader or Wayne SCAN™ barcode reader.

Dependable Security Solutions

Wayne Smart Secure Access™ secures your forecourt 24/7/365. Prevent unauthorized access with electronic protection to the dispenser’s electronics. The battery backup comes standard to protect your business even when the power is out.

Secure your site, your fuel, and their data with the highest level of protection available: Secure Electronic Lock. Paired with Smart Secure Access, increase site security while reducing the number of keys to manage and monitoring access remotely, for only authorized service technicians.